


To all 2005 FARC Board of director members: 
 
This is a request to place on the agenda at the Jan.3 BOD meeting a review of the 
club trusteeship. 
 
In the past the club trusteeship has  always been a board action item, until the 
2004 year, when two club officers decided they could change trustees on their own, 
and then notify the board, and club, at a later time. 
 
The trusteeship was changed in Feb. to Rob Mavis, and then the board was notified 
in March, and the club in April. 
 
I would propose that the board look at at least three options: 
    1.     Retain Rob as trustee 
    2.      Return trusteeship to previous trustee 
    3.     Select a new trustee. 
 
I am asking that the board as a whole decide what to do, so there are no secrets, 
or actions by any two board members without the knowledge and consent of the board. 
 
Sincerely, 
John Morrice, K6MI 
 



I picked this off the wswss net... as FARC NARC representative I would ask that you take action in the 
form of a letter or an appearance to protect the weak signal group's interest on 902 MHz. 
  
I think maybe this needs to be a bod action item. I'll bring it up at the next meeting. 
  
73, 
  
Dave 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Ron Patterson  
To: narcc@yahoogroups.com ; w6cyx@arrl.net  
Cc: Jim Klitzing ; wswss  
Sent: Wednesday, December 22, 2004 12:02 PM 
Subject: [Wswss] 33cm Bandplan 
 
Merry Christmas all, 
 
It has been brought to my attention that NARRC is curently discussing  
the band plan for 902 Mhz. In looking at the proposed plan on the NARRC  
website, I see that there has been no provision for weak signal  
operations. In the ARRL bandplan 902 to 903 Mhz is reserved for weak  
signal operation. In the SCRRBA band plan for southern California  
902.0000 to 902.1000 Mhz is reserved for weak signal operation. 
 
With the availability of inexpensive surplus cellular amplifiers, I have  
seen an increase in weak signal activity on the band. I myself have  
acquired a 250 watt amplifier. Stations as far north as the bay area are  
working stations around California. This activity takes place between  
902 and 902.1 Mhz. Coordinating repeater inputs in this portion of the  
band is a recipe for future interference problems. 
 
I urge the NARCC Spectrum Management Committee at a minimum to conform  
to the SCRRBA band plan. This would mean no repeater inputs below  
902.1125 Mhz. Looking at the coordinated repeaters, I see that there are  
three repeaters that may have inputs in this area. I would strongly  
suggest that no more repeaters be coordinated for this portion of the band. 
 
Ron Patterson W6FM 
NARCC Org# 296 




